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	Title: Pruning Trees and Shrubs Made Easy
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Advisor
	Page 1: Pruning is my favorite gardening task. Some people are scared to prune because they think it is mysterious and difficult. Others are brazen in their pruning and they hack away at trees and shrubs causing unsightly and unhealthy plant damage that everyone views for a long time. Pruning young trees is not mysterious or even all that difficult. Pruning mature trees is not mysterious, but it is more difficult because of the size and weight of tree limbs. You prune to keep a tree or shrub healthy, in scale with its surroundings, to eliminate hazards, and maybe get a few more flowers and fruit along the way. If you start by training trees when they are young (during their first 6 years in the landscape), then you can eliminate many of the pruning problems that develop with mature trees and the cost of pruning a mature tree is dramatically reduced. Here's what to prune out in order of importance.All dead and dying branches - remove them whenever you spot them.Diseased limbs - always cut well below the diseased areas, and don't prune when the plants are wet (water helps spread many diseases). Branches that are in the way - remove ones that are too low or ones that rub on the roof. Decide where you want the first permanent branch to be. If the tree is real young then leave a few small twiggy branches down low to help provide nourishment and protect the trunk from sunburn. Branches that cross - look for branches that cross and prune out the smaller of the two. Branches that are crowded - look for two branches growing in parallel and keep one. Cut space between branches so that wind can blow through the tree canopy.Branches that are not in symmetry with the natural shape of the tree or shrub in question - aim for a central leader with side branches that radiate out in all directions that are spatially separated from each other along the vertical plane. How to make a pruning cut.Always cut next to the branch collar (that is the raised area where a branch meets the trunk), but don't cut into that collar. Some branch collars are hard to see. Look for a distinct collar on another branch and estimate that distance away from the trunk on the branch you want to cut. Check your cuts in about a year. If you did it right, a circle of healthy callus that looks like a doughnut will have formed around the cut. For bigger limbs that you have to cut with a saw you'll need to make a drop cut.
	Page 2: Pruning large branchesTo avoid the tearing of bark it's recommended to make three sawing cuts instead of one into the big limb you want to remove.Cut #1: About 4-12 inches away from the trunk make an undercut stopping about one-third to one-half way through the branch.Cut #2: About 1-2 inches away from cut #1 (and away from the tree trunk) make a cut into the top of the limb and keep cutting until the branch breaks off. This removes the bulk of the limb so you won't be fighting all that weight when you make your 3rd cut.Cut #3: This final cut is to cleanly remove the branch stub, which is a normal cut made just to the outside of the branch collar. What not to do on big branches: Removing a big branch with just one sawing cut causes the wood to splinter at the trunk, tear away the bark and leave you with a damaged tree before you could finish making the cut. So protect yourself and your tree and use three sawing cuts. Shrubs: Don't "head" for disaster, instead "thin" for success. Rather than shortening branches with heading cuts and shaping shrubs into pom poms, triangles, or squares, instead remove branches all the way back to where they began. The result will be a nicely structured, attractive, healthy plant. Finally. Don't remove more than one-third of the branches of a tree or shrub in any one pruning season. Two responses can occur: 1) Pruning is an invigorating process and next spring hundreds of buds will break if too many limbs are removed. 2) Over pruning can be stressful and you might not leave enough foliage to support its future growth. The one-third rule seems to work the best. There are many books on pruning landscape trees. Professionals recognize the 4th edition of "Arboriculture: Integrated Management of Landscape Trees, Shrubs, and Vines" by Richard W. Harris, James R. Clark, and Nelda P. Matheny as one of the best. I found the following University of Georgia website to show great diagrams and descriptions of pruning shade trees. http://pubs.caes.uga.edu/caespubs/pubcd/C628-w.htm
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